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Disclosure of COVID-19 Vaccination Status by Physicians

Policy statement recommendations:
1. The COVID-19 vaccine is recommended for all adults who can be vaccinated. Physicians should discuss the potential benefits and risks of vaccination with their patients.
2. Physicians should inform their patients about the availability of COVID-19 vaccination at their practice.
3. Physicians should encourage their patients to get vaccinated to protect themselves, their family, and their community.
4. Physicians should be aware of any conflicts of interest that may arise when discussing vaccination with their patients.

The approach to be taken by the Association:
1. The Association recommends that physicians discuss the potential benefits and risks of vaccination with their patients.
2. The Association encourages physicians to encourage their patients to get vaccinated.
3. The Association supports the development of guidelines for physicians to discuss vaccination with their patients.

Additional information:
1. The Association recommends that physicians be aware of any conflicts of interest that may arise when discussing vaccination with their patients.
2. The Association encourages physicians to inform their patients about the availability of COVID-19 vaccination at their practice.
3. The Association supports the development of guidelines for physicians to discuss vaccination with their patients.

CMA Policybase - Canadian Medical Association
COVID-19 Vaccine Global Intellectual Property Policy

1. The CMA recommends the Government of Canada participate in the global dialogue, including meetings of the World Health Organization, the World Trade Organization, the World Intellectual Property Organization, and the World Economic Forum, to ensure that discussions and decisions are informed by the best available evidence and that the health needs of all countries are met.

2. The CMA recommends that the Government of Canada support a temporary, multilateral intellectual property (IP) waiver to allow for the free exchange of patented medical products to help prevent pandemics.

3. The CMA recommends that the Government of Canada promote equitable access to vaccines and therapeutics by supporting international agreements that ensure vaccines and therapeutics are available to all countries, particularly low- and middle-income countries.

4. The CMA recommends that the Government of Canada support the development and implementation of actions to strengthen health systems, particularly in low- and middle-income countries, to better respond to future pandemics.

5. The CMA recommends that the Government of Canada support the development and implementation of actions to strengthen health systems, particularly in low- and middle-income countries, to better respond to future pandemics.

6. The CMA recommends that the Government of Canada support the development and implementation of actions to strengthen health systems, particularly in low- and middle-income countries, to better respond to future pandemics.

7. The CMA recommends that the Government of Canada support the development and implementation of actions to strengthen health systems, particularly in low- and middle-income countries, to better respond to future pandemics.

8. The CMA recommends that the Government of Canada support the development and implementation of actions to strengthen health systems, particularly in low- and middle-income countries, to better respond to future pandemics.

9. The CMA recommends that the Government of Canada support the development and implementation of actions to strengthen health systems, particularly in low- and middle-income countries, to better respond to future pandemics.

10. The CMA recommends that the Government of Canada support the development and implementation of actions to strengthen health systems, particularly in low- and middle-income countries, to better respond to future pandemics.
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